Nielsen SoundScan and Billboard chart data for the periods 1993-2003 are utilized to create a cohort panel dataset comprised of "Heatseekers" artists and groups for the purpose of studying historical patterns of sophomore album release. Following Hendricks and Sorensen (2008), the genres used in this study include Rock, Rap/R&B/Dance, and Country/ Blues. The econometric model employed is a hazard function as described in Cameron and Trivedi (2009) and Wooldridge (2010) . For the panel of acts, the paper documents the following empirical facts. First, the hazard function indicates that most sophomore albums are released 45 months after the debut album and if a sophomore release does not occur within 80 months of the debut album there will most likely be no sophomore release. Second, the time between album release is a function of past album sales; all else equal, the larger the hit the less time it takes for the next album to be released. Third, genre influences the timing of release; all else constant, the Rap/R&B/Dance genre consistently delayed sophomore albums relative to the Country/Blues and Rock genres. Fourth, conditional on successful debut album sales, acts from the Country/Blues and Rap/R&B/ Dance genres release more quickly than acts from the Rock genre.
Introduction
Using Nielsen SoundScan and Billboard chart data for the periods 1993-2003, this paper develops a cohort panel dataset comprised of "Heatseekers Albums" artists and groups for the purpose of studying historical patterns of sophomore album release. Knowing when and why sophomore albums are released is of importance to social scientists as it allows the testing of various behavioral theories. Additionally, music industry practitioners and educators may find the description of sophomore album releases important because it indicates how acts (artists, groups, and labels) have historically behaved thus identifying a standard for industry behavior.
The estimation model includes variables that affect the timing of an act's sophomore release. How these variables impact the timing is a priori unknown and thus is a puzzle. One such variable is the cumulative debut album sales. A successful debut album could indicate the future success of a sophomore album resulting in a shorter sophomore release time frame. Alternatively, debut release success may give acts more time to improve and complete the sophomore album thus delaying its release. Another possibility is that past success may not be as important since all of the acts studied have had initial success as indicated by the Heatseekers Albums chart.
Another variable used to test the timing of release is the genre of the act. For various reasons, certain genres may be more efficient in the production and release process due to the number of tracks associated with the album. For example, classical and jazz albums can be more efficiently recorded relative to Hot 100 pop albums that often consist of more than one hundred tracks to edit and mix. Additionally, given the common wisdom that artists have their entire life to write the first album but only a year to write the second, the availability of material within a genre may impact the timing.
1 In total, the main variables used to explain the timing of sophomore album release are chosen based on a theoretical description of the primitives that describe the economic motivations to release an album.
For the panel of acts, the paper documents the following empirical facts about the timing of the sophomore album release. First, the hazard function indicates that most sophomore albums are released 45 months after the debut album and if a sophomore release does not occur within 80 months of the debut album there will most likely be no sophomore release. Second, the time between album release is a function of past album sales; all else equal, the larger the hit the less time it takes for the next album to be released. Third, genre influences the timing of release. Holding all else constant, the Rap/R&B/Dance genre consistently delayed sophomore albums relative to the Country/Blues and Rock genres. Fourth, conditional on successful debut album sales, acts from the Country/Blues and Rap/R&B/Dance genres release more quickly than acts from the Rock genre. Although the third and fourth empirical facts seem to contradict each other, a simple example clarifies the two. At the extreme, a rap artist with zero debut album sales would have a delayed release relative to a rock artist with the same sales level. However, the probability that a rap artist will release before a rock artist increases as debut albums become more successful.
Data
Following Hendricks and Sorensen (2008) , a sample cohort is constructed using Billboard's Heatseekers Albums chart of new or developing acts 2 for the time period 1993-1994. To estimate the econometric model, a sample cohort is needed for two main reasons: (1) the universe of possible acts is too large and (2) employing a sample cohort allows one to compare acts in the same part of their career lifecycle. In total, the sample cohort describes the album sales history of 111 acts whose album reaches Billboard's Heatseekers Albums chart in 1993 and 1994. The Heatseekers Albums chart lists the sales ranking of the top 25 new or ascendant artists and bands each week. Although more than 111 acts appeared on the Heatseekers Albums chart during 1993-1994, a smaller number of acts make up the sample cohort because the intent of the paper is to focus on new or ascendant music acts versus artists breaking away from established groups (e.g., Walter Becker of Steely Dan), comedians (e.g., Jeff Foxworthy), and children's acts (e.g., Barney) that also made the Heatseekers Albums chart during that time frame. Table 1 identifies the cohort of 111 acts studied in the paper and shows that the cohort incorporates a diverse group of acts from which we based our estimates.
Once the acts were identified and a cohort developed, a discography was collected in order to determine the number of albums produced and distributed through 2003. 3 For the purpose of this study, albums are defined to have multiple (~10) tracks per unit. Thus, singles and EPs are excluded. Moreover, not all acts in the cohort dataset produced and distributed holiday albums and compilations so these too are excluded from this study. The end date was chosen in order to keep sales measurement consistent over the study time period. Thus, digital units, and the complications associated with combining sales, are not considered in this analysis. After completion of the discography of the acts, Nielsen SoundScan was used to construct album sales history and complete the cohort data set. Operating since 1991, Nielsen SoundScan currently collects weekly point-of-sale data from 14,000 retail outlets across North America and functions as a central clearinghouse for music industry data. 4 Following Hendricks and Sorensen (2008) , the genres used in this study include: Rock, Rap/R&B/Dance, and Country/Blues. Table 2 highlights the cohort dataset by genre with respect to the number of acts per genre, the incidence rate of second album releases, and the average number of months to second release.
As indicated in Table 2 , Rap/R&B/Dance is the largest genre with 63 acts, followed by Rock with 32 acts, and Country/Blues with 16 acts for a total of 111 artists and groups. The incidence rate represents the probability that a second album is released within a one-month period during 1993-2003. The last column is the average time (in months) an act takes to release its second album. Thus, the incidence rate represents an average for a one-month time period, while the average release time represents the average number of months across acts. The high incidence rate of the Country/Blues genre, 0.04532, shows that in any month there is a 4.5 percent chance a second album will be released. Additionally, in the Country/ Blues genre, it takes acts 22 months to release a second album. Similarly, acts within the Rock genre have a 3.4% probability of releasing a second album in any month and, on average, release a sophomore album within 28 months of the debut album. On the other hand, the acts associated with Rap/R&B/Dance have a low incidence rate, 1.2%, and release a sophomore album on average every 56.7 months. The difference between Rap/ R&B/Dance and the other genres is due to the fact that several acts within the genre never released a second album during the research time frame. Figure 1 illustrates the Nielsen SoundScan sales history of one of the acts, Radiohead, from the cohort dataset constructed using the methodology described above. 5 Radiohead represents an example of one act in the dataset that released a sophomore album. 6 The bottom area of Figure  1 represents the sales history of Radiohead's debut album Pablo Honey. The top area represents the sales history associated with the band's sophomore release The Bends. One noticeable takeaway is that the debut album follows the peaks and declines of the sophomore album indicating that increases in sales of the sophomore album lead to increases in sales of the debut album. While Figure 1 provides some interesting results with respect to sales history, in order to investigate the historical impact of sophomore album release associated with each act, an econometric model is needed.
The Econometric Model and Theory
The econometric model employed to estimate sophomore album release is a hazard function described in Cameron and Trivedi (2009) Table 2 . Cohort data description Wooldridge (2010) . The hazard function denotes the probability that sophomore albums will be released by act, i, at any time, t, and is defined as:
where X i,t is a vector of variables that are used to describe the hazard function (e.g., cumulative debut album sales and genre). The elements inside β and γ are coefficients to be estimated. The coefficient vector β represents the probability of album release behavior of the acts. For example, a significant, positive coefficient β on cumulative debut album sales implies that acts are more likely to have an early sophomore release. The γ i represents unique characteristics associated with each act. For example, Kenny Chesney's first month of debut album sales was 20,000 units while Radiohead's first month of debut album sales was fewer than 1,000 units. To be specific, the variables that are included in the vector X i,t are from four main categories. The first set of variables relates to time. One would not expect an act to release a sophomore album immediately following the debut album release date. As time progresses, however, one would expect the probability of a sophomore release to increase. It may also be the case that there is a maximum time limit associated with a sophomore release such that the album will not be released. To control for these effects, two variables are employed: time from debut release (time) and time squared (time 2 ) capturing the quadratic effects described above. We expect the coefficient associated with time to be positive whereas time 2 is expected to be negative.
The next set of variables describes the past success of the debut album. Cumulative debut album sales (sales) are included as our measure of past debut album success. On one hand, a successful debut album could indicate the future success of a sophomore album. Thus, the coefficient of sales is expected to be positive. On the other hand, debut release success may give acts more time to improve and complete a sophomore album. If that holds, the coefficient of sales is expected to be negative. A final possibility is that past success may not be as important since all of the acts studied have had initial success given their identification on the Heatseekers Albums chart. In this case, one would expect the coefficient on sales to be zero.
A third set of variables relate to genre. Using the definition of genre from Hendricks and Sorensen (2012) , two dummy variables are constructed relative to the Rock genre: Rap/R&B/Dance and Country/Blues. For various reasons, certain genres may be more efficient in the release process. For example, if the Country/Blues genre can be tracked, edited, and mixed in a shorter time frame than the Rock genre, Country/Blues is expected to be positive. Additionally, given the common wisdom that artists have their entire life to write the first album but only a year to write the second, the availability of material within a genre may impact the timing. For example, if the Country/Blues genre is characterized by many professional songwriters relative to the Rock genre, Country/Blues is expected to be positive.
The final set of variables incorporates the effects from the interaction of past debut album sales and genre relative to Rock: sales*Rap/R&B/ Dance and sales*Country/Blues. The coefficient of the interaction terms would be positive when the probability of sophomore album release for the Rap/R&B/Dance and Country/Blues genres increases faster than the Rock genre as debut albums become more successful. This might occur when there is considerable variance of success within the genres of Rap/ R&B/Dance and Country/Blues with respect to Rock. Table 3 presents the estimation results employing maximum likelihood to the hazard function. Here * indicates the coefficients are statistically significant at the 5% level. 7 The first two rows show, as expected, the coefficients for time and time 2 are positive and negative, respectively. This suggests that as time progresses the probability of a sophomore release increases. It also indicates that there is a maximum time limit associated with a sophomore release.
Results
Taken together, the results relative to time and time 2 produce a quadratic estimated hazard function for the 111-cohort dataset as illustrated in Figure 2 . In the first few months after the debut release, the probability of a sophomore release is extremely low. As time progresses, however, the likelihood of a sophomore album release rises. In fact, the hazard function illustrates that sophomore album release most often occurs within 45 months after the debut album and if the sophomore album is not released within 80 months after the debut album, it probably never will be. Table 3 highlights the fact that the variable sales is positive and significant at the 5% level. This implies that acts within the same genre that have achieved a successful debut album will more quickly release a sophomore album relative to those acts that had a less successful debut album. The results also indicate that there is no incentive for successful debut album acts to delay a sophomore album release for reasons associated with 46.027* Table 3 . Estimation Results (* indicates the coefficients are statistically significant at the 5% level).
Estimation Results

Variable
improved creation or production.
The results in Table 3 with respect to genre are interesting for a couple of reasons. First, the significant, negative coefficient of -1.303 indicates that Rap/R&B/Dance acts are less likely, at any time, to release a sophomore album than acts from the Rock genre. Second, because the coefficient on the County/Blues variable is insignificant, the Rock and Country/Blues genres are not significantly different with respect to the probability of a sophomore album release.
Conditional on successful debut album sales, acts from the Rap/ R&B/Dance and Country/Blues genres release more quickly than acts from the Rock genre as indicated by the significant, positive coefficients for sales*Rap/R&B/Dance and sales*Country/Blues. Although this result appears to contradict the previous results for the genre variables, a simple example clarifies. Consider a rap artist with zero debut album sales. At any time, the artist should have a lower probability of sophomore release relative to a rock artist with the same debut album sales level of zero. However, as both the rap and rock acts' cumulative debut album sales increase, the probability of a sophomore release for the rap artist increases more quickly than that for the rock artist. 
Conclusions
This paper created a historic cohort panel dataset of Heatseekers Albums acts employing Nielsen SoundScan and Billboard chart data for the periods 1993-2003. Using the dataset, a hazard function model was estimated for the purpose of determining what economic variables determine the probability of an act's sophomore album release. Given the estimated coefficients, a hazard function was constructed for the cohort dataset.
The estimation results along with the plotted hazard function displayed several interesting empirical facts with regard to sophomore album release. First, the hazard function is quadratic with respect to months since debut album release indicating the most likely time for a sophomore album to be released and identifying a point beyond which no sophomore album will be released. Specifically, most acts release a sophomore album within 45 months of the release date of the debut album and if a sophomore album release does not occur within 80 months of the debut album there will most likely be no sophomore release. Second, successful debut album release acts are more likely to release a sophomore album at any point in their career cycle. However, this implies that making the Heatseekers Albums chart does not necessarily guarantee a sophomore album release. Third, genre matters-at least for Rap/R&B/Dance acts-even when compared to rock acts with the same sales. Finally, our results show that the probability of sophomore release increases more rapidly with respect to cumulative debut album sales for those acts associated with the Rap/R&B/ Dance and County/Blues genres relative to the rock genre.
The results presented in this paper will be of interest to social scientists, industry practitioners, and educators because they identify 45 months as a potential industry standard for sophomore album release. Additionally, the results identify 80 months as a maximum limit on the release time. Future research will include the expansion of the cohort panel dataset by increasing the number of acts included in the analysis over time, extending the number of subsequent album releases, and developing a model to incorporate the impact of the digital revolution on subsequent album releases. 
